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Software Package Setup
Software Value Packs include:






2" Wide Printer, Stand & Cables (VPK2
only)
4" Wide Printer, Stand & Cables (VPK4
only)
Communication Panel
TigerStop Manual CD
Clipboard / Workflow Manager Software
CD

Controller is enabled for:





SET — Communication enabled for
Clipboard basic, bar code reading,
TigerSet interface, and other options.
OPT — Cut list optimizing, visual
optimizing, and other options enabled.
DNLD — Work order downloading for Workflow Manager enabled.

Overview of VPK System Requirements



TigerStop — Your machine must have its own 110v 15a grounded power circuit. It must be enabled
for Downloading in order to use Workflow Manager.
Workflow Manager — To run WFM, you need an IBM PC or compatible, running Microsoft
Windows XP Professional, and there must be an available com port (an RS-232 serial interface).
The PC will be connected to the serial port on the amplifier or the comm panel using a standard
DB9 serial cable.

Communication Hardware Requirements
Choose the right communication hardware. A hardware connection device may be necessary if
any one of the following is true:





Your TigerStop is more than 15m (50’) from your computer — Use an SX to connect TigerStop to a
serial port on your PC or to an ESC, whenever the distance between them is 50’ ~ 1000’ (15m ~
300m).
Your computer does not have a serial port — Use a USBA to connect TigerStop to a PC when it
does not have a serial port. The adaptor converts one of the USB ports into a serial connection.
You prefer to connect your TigerStop(s) to your network — Use an ESC to connect a single PC to
one or more TigerStops over a network. It may be necessary to employ an IT expert to get your
network and TigerStop system working together smoothly.

Optional Products Requirements
Software value packs may be used with systems that also have an Advanced Interconnect
installed, or a touch screen and micro-PC.




AIK — If used, TigerStop plugs into the AIK control box, which then needs to be on a dedicated
110v 15a grounded power circuit.
Touch Screen — Needs to be plugged into a surge-protected power strip.
Micro-PC — Needs to be plugged into a surge-protected power strip.
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Order of Installation
The installation process to be followed is divided into 4 parts.

1. Install and set up TigerStop and any peripherals
Install the machine and proof it. Use the appropriate installation instructions.

TigerStop

TigerTurbo

HeavyDuty2

Feed tables

Online: TS Installation

Online: TT Installation

Online: HD2 Installation

Online: Table Installation

Label Printer

Bar Code Scanner

Advanced Interconnect

Online: Label Printer

Online: Bar Code Scanner

Online: Adv Interconnect

Then, install the
Printer, connect the
cables, and proof it.
If you are using a Bar
Code Scanner, install
and proof it.
If you are using an
AIK, install and proof
it.

2. Determine the connection configuration of your system
Lay out your system as it will be used and compare to the sample
configurations.






Configuration 1—Workflow Manager Only: Single PC with Workflow Manager and TigerServer to
single TigerStop using (a) ethernet cable and ESC connector, or (b) serial cable, serial extender,
and USB adaptor.
Configuration 2—Clipboard and Workflow Manager: Single PC with Workflow Manager to
Clipboard and TigerServer on dedicated PC connected to touch screen and single TigerStop.
Configuration 3—Workflow Manager Only: Multiple PC's with Workflow Manager and TigerServer
on dedicated PC to hub/switch to multiple TigerStops.
Configuration 4—Workflow Manager Only: Multiple PC's with Workflow Manager to hub/switch to
TigerServer on dedicated PC to multiple TigerStops.
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Order of Installation


Configuration 5—Clipboard and Workflow Manager: Multiple PC's with Workflow Manager to
Clipboard and TigerServer on dedicated PC connected to touch screen and single TigerStop.

TigerStops enabled for downloading with Workflow Manager, for visual
optimizing with Clipboard, for printing labels, or for any application in which
PC's play a part, must be correctly configured for these peripherals. If on a
network, it may be necessary to employ an IT expert to get your network and
TigerStop system working together smoothly.
Select the closest sample configuration.



Make any adjustments to the sample layout to be followed.
Follow the applicable cable connection plan when hooking up your components in the remaining
two steps.
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Configuration 1

DNLD / VPK2 / VPK4

Workflow Manager to TigerStop
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Workflow Manager to TigerStop

Description
TigerStop enabled for Workflow Manager, which is loaded on a single PC. TigerServer is also
loaded onto the same PC. Part lists are generated by the user's cut listing software and
downloaded using Workflow Manager to a single TigerStop machine. There are three ways to
make the connections.
1. TigerStop is 50' (15m) or more from the PC. Connect TigerStop to an ESC using a
serial cable. Connect the ESC to the PC using an ethernet cable of sufficient length.
This must be a CAT5 cross-over cable, not a straight-through cable.
If connecting the PC to an Ethernet hub or switch, CAT5 straight-through must be used.
2. TigerStop is 50' (15m) or more from the PC. Connect TigerStop and the PC to the
sender and receiver of the SX, and then connect the sender and receiver to each other
using a sufficient length of ethernet cable. The serial cable at the PC end can be
connected directly at an available COM port or, if none is available, use a USBA, as
shown.
3. TigerStop is less than 50' (15m) from the PC. Connect TigerStop using a serial cable of
sufficient length directly to the PC at an available COM port or, if none is available, use
a USBA. (This method is not illustrated.)

Additional components that may be needed:




From TigerStop ESC Ethernet to Serial Converter, SX Serial Extender, USBA Adaptor
From others Serial Cable, Ethernet Cable (CAT5, either staright-through, or cross-over).
If using a label printer (VPK2, VPK4) see also: PR2 / PR4 Label Printer

The label printer plugs into the Communication Panel in this configuration.
Cross-over Cables
A cross-over cable is a type of twisted pair copper wire cable for LANs (local area network) in which the wires on the cable are
crossed over so that the receive signal pins on the RJ-45 connector on one end are connected to the transmit signal pins on
the RJ-45 connector on the other end. This is the opposite of the usual straight-through LAN cable, in which the receive and
transmit signal pins on one connector are connected to the corresponding pints on the other connector. Its purpose is to allow
the direct connection of two LAN devices, such as two hubs, two switches or a hub and a switch. It can also be used to create
a direct connection between two computers. An alternative to using a crossover cable is to use a hub or switch that has an
uplink port. An uplink port is a jack (i.e., a socket) for an RJ-45 connector that reverses the transmit and receive circuits. Some
uplink ports have a switch that allows the user to select the mode of operation. The physical appearance of crossover cable is
generally identical to that of straight-through cable. However, when purchasing crossover cable, it is typically clearly labeled
as such on the packaging.

Straight-through Cables
Straight-through cable is a type of twisted pair copper wire cable for local area network (LAN) use for which the RJ-45
connectors at each end have the same pin out (i.e., arrangement of conductors). It is identical to crossover cable, except that
in the latter the wires on the cable are crossed over so that the receive signal pins on the connector on one end are connected
to the transmit signal pins on the connector on the other end. Straight-through cable is also commonly referred to as patch
cable. However, this might be confusing in some situations because patch cable also has a broader definition that emphasizes
the fact that there is a connector on each end rather than the equality (or lack thereof) of the pin outs. Straight-through cable
is used to connect computers and other end-user devices (e.g., printers) to networking devices such as hubs and switches. It
can also be used to directly connect like devices (e.g., two hubs or two switches) if the cable is plugged into an uplink port on
one (but not both) of the devices. Crossover cable is used to connect two like devices without the use of an uplink port.
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Configuration 2

SET / OPT / DNLD / VPK2 / VPK4

Clipboard to TigerStop
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Clipboard to TigerStop

Description
TigerStop enabled for Clipboard and Visual Optimizing, and for Workflow Manager, which is
loaded on a single PC. Clipboard and TigerServer are loaded onto another PC, at which a
touch screen monitor is connected, both near the machine operator. Part lists are generated
by the user's cut listing software and downloaded using Workflow Manager to a single
TigerStop machine, which is operated from the Clipboard interface at the touch screen.
This is how the components are connected.
1. The PC on which Workflow Manager is loaded is connected to the user's network using
an ethernet cable. When installing Workflow Manager, do not install TigerServer (it will
automatically be installed during the Clipboard installation).
2. The PC with Clipboard and TigerServer is connected to the user's network in exactly the
same way.
3. The touch screen has two cables, a VGA cable and a serial cable. Plug these into the
VGA port and a serial port on the PC. If using the PC-TS Micro-PC and Touch Screen
from TigerStop, see TigerStop Touch Screen and Micro-PC and Connect the Micro-PC
to a Domain for specific instructions related to this product.
4. TigerStop is connected to the PC using a serial cable to a COM port. If no COM port is
available, use a USB adaptor and plug it into an available USB port.

Additional components that may be needed:




From TigerStop USBA USB Adaptor, PS-TS Touch Screen / Micro-PC, PC Arm
From others Serial Cable, Ethernet Cable
If using a label printer (VPK2, VPK4) see also: PR2 / PR4 Label Printer

The label printer is connected directly to the PC on which Clipboard is
being used in this configuration. The communication panel is not used.
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Configuration 3

DNLD / VPK2 / VPK4

Workflow Manager to TigerStop
Using Workflow Manager on Multiple PC's to Download to Multiple TigerStops
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Workflow Manager to TigerStop

Description
TigerStop enabled for Workflow Manager, which is loaded on 2 or more PC's. TigerServer is
loaded onto a single dedicated PC. Part lists are generated by the user's cut listing software
and downloaded using Workflow Manager to multiple TigerStop machines. Central to this
configuration is a hub/switch device.
1. Install Workflow Manager onto each PC that will be used to prepare part lists, but do
NOT install TigerServer.
2. Install Workflow Manager, including TigerServer, onto the PC that will be used for this
purpose. You can also load only TigerServer on this PC, since that is the only
component that will be used.
3. Connect the Workflow Manager PC's and the TigerServer PC to a hub/switch device
using ethernet cables.
4. Connect the TigerStops to the hub/switch device by using an ESC for every two
machines.
5. Connect the TigerStops to the ESC's using serial cables, and the ESC's to the
hub/switch using ethernet cables.

Additional components that may be needed:




From TigerStop ESC Ethernet to Serial Converter
From others Serial Cable, Ethernet Cable
If using a label printer (VPK2, VPK4) see also: PR2 / PR4 Label Printer

The label printer plugs into the Communication Panel in this configuration.
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Configuration 4

DNLD / VPK2 / VPK4

Workflow Manager to TigerStop
Using Workflow Manager on Multiple PC's to Download to Multiple TigerStops
Alternate Set Up: Connecting the TigerStops to the TigerServer PC Directly
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Workflow Manager to TigerStop

Description
TigerStop enabled for Workflow Manager, which is loaded on 2 or more PC's. TigerServer is
loaded onto a single dedicated PC. Part lists are generated by the user's cut listing software
and downloaded using Workflow Manager to multiple TigerStop machines. Central to this
configuration is a hub/switch device. The PC with TigerServer connects directly to the
TigerStops. It must be less than 50' (15m) away from each of them, or a serial extender must
be used.
1. Install Workflow Manager onto each PC that will be used to prepare part lists, but do
NOT install TigerServer.
2. Install Workflow Manager, including TigerServer, onto the PC that will be used for this
purpose. You can also load only TigerServer on this PC, since that is the only
component that will be used.
3. Connect the Workflow Manager PC's and the TigerServer PC to a hub/switch device
using ethernet cables.
4. Connect the TigerStops to the TigerServer PC using serial cables to available COM
ports.
5. If there aren't sufficient COM ports, use a USB adaptor to connect multiple TigerStops
to the TigerServer PC.

Additional components that may be needed:




From TigerStop USBA USB Adaptor
From others Serial Cable, Ethernet Cable
If using a label printer (VPK2, VPK4) see also: PR2 / PR4 Label Printer

The label printer plugs into the Communication Panel in this configuration.
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SET / OPT / DNLD / VPK2 / VPK4

Configuration 5

Clipboard to TigerStop
Using Workflow Manager on Multiple PC's to Download
to a Touch Screen Controlled TigerStop
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Clipboard to TigerStop

Description
TigerStop enabled for Clipboard and Visual Optimizing, and for Workflow Manager, which is
loaded on 2 or more PC's. Clipboard and TigerServer are loaded onto another PC, at which a
touch screen monitor is connected, both near the machine operator. Central to this
configuration is a hub/switch device. Part lists are generated by the user's cut listing software
and downloaded using Workflow Manager to a single TigerStop machine, which is operated
from the Clipboard interface at the touch screen.
This is how the components are connected.

Additional components that may be needed:




From TigerStop USBA USB Adaptor, PS-TS Touch Screen / Micro-PC, PC Arm
From others Serial Cable, Ethernet Cable
If using a label printer (VPK2, VPK4) see also: PR2 / PR4 Label Printer

The label printer is connected directly to the PC on which Clipboard is
being used in this configuration. The communication panel is not used.
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3. Install and set up a Touch screen and PC (for Clipboard only)
Install the Touch Screen and Micro-PC, connect the cables, and proof them.
Installation instructions checked have been included. They are also available on line as shown.

PC Arm

PC & Touch Screen

Online: PC Arm Installation

Online: PC-TS Installation

Clipboard

Connect to a Domain

Online: CB Installation

Online: Connect the Micro-PC to a
Domain

If you are using your own touch screen and PC, make the cable connections,
and proof them.



Set up your PC and touch screen in a safe location near the operator.
Install Clipboard from the Software CD. When given the option to install TigerServer, select Install.

4. Load Workflow Manager on a designated PC
Install WFM on your PC, make the cable connections, and proof it.


If using Clipboard with a touch screen, do NOT install TigerServer when prompted. TigerServer
was installed with Clipboard.

Workflow Manager

Running on Vista

Online: Installing Workflow Manager

Online: Running on Windows Vista
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Order of Installation Part 2

Connect your PC to
TigerStop.
Finish up by testing
all components of the
system.
Ethernet-to-Serial
Connector

Serial Extender

USB Adaptor

Online: Serial Extender

Online: USB Adaptor

Online: Ethernet to Serial
Converter

USBA

USB Adaptor
Description and Use
The USBA is a USB adaptor that lets you plug TigerStop into a
PC through a USB port when no serial ports are available.
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COMM

Communication Panel
Description and Use
When a label printer, laser or bar code scanner is used with TigerStop, the Communication
Panel is required to integrate these into the system. This product includes a CON5-10 controller
cable.
There are a total of 6 ports on the TigerStop
communication panel:
1. 8-pin I/O port
2. 8-pin I/O port
3. RS232 port for Printer cable
4. RS232 port for Laser or Bar Code
Scanner cable
5. Can Bus for controller cable from
Controller
6. Can Bus for controller cable from
Amplifier/Motor

Fig. 1 - TigerStop Communication Panel
Ports 1 and 2 are I/O ports are for additional applications using 8-pin connectors.
Port 3 is used ONLY for a cable to a label printer.
Port 4 is used ONLY for a cable to a laser, used only in Laser Optimizing, or for a Bar Code Scanner.
Ports 5 and 6 are used for cables to the TigerStop controller and to the TigerStop amplifier/motor box.

There are 2 replaceable 1A 250v fuses inside the communication panel.



The F1 fuse is for the power supply circuit.
The F2 fuse is for the I/O circuits.

Comm Panel Installation

Fig. 2 - Mounting the Communication Panel

1. Locate a mounting surface for comm panel
attachment, away from metal chips and dust, and
out of high traffic areas.
2. Place the comm panel into position and mark the

Tools Required
Center punch
Power drill/driver
5/16" drill bit
5/32" hex wrench

Hardware Supplied
1/4-20 x .875 screw (2)
1/4 lock washer (2)
1/4-20 hex nut (2)
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Communication Panel
screw locations with a center punch.

7/16" box wrench

3. Drill holes for the screws using a 5/16" drill bit.
4. Insert the 1/4-20 x .875" screws into the holes, add the lock washers and hex nuts, and
tighten down using a 5/32" hex wrench and a 7/16" box or combination wrench.

Comm Panel Fuse Replacement
There are 2 replaceable 1A 250v
fuses inside the communication
panel:



The F1 fuse is for the power supply circuit.
The F2 fuse is for the I/O circuits.

Fuse Replacement
1. To replace the fuses, unplug any cables
from the panel.
2. Remove the screws from the end plates
and carefully lift the comm panel out.
3. Slide the two halves of the panel apart,
and replace the fuses.
4. Reassemble the panel and screw it
back into place between the end plates.
5. Plug the cables back into the
appropriate ports.
Fig. 3 - Communication Panel Fuse Locations

CON5-10

Controller Cable
Description and Use
The TigerStop 5.0 controller cable connects the
controller to the motor box or amplifier box on all
machines.




The controller cable is 10' (3m) long..
The ends are color coded: blue end plugs into
the amplifier, yellow end to the controller.
Also used to integrate a communication panel
between the amplifier and the controller.
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Software Package
Installation Manual Check List
If there is no check box, the manual named and pictured is already included in this publication
or, in the case of the Standard IK, included in the machine installation manuals.
All manuals pictured below are available to download in PDF format at www.tigerstop.com.

TigerStop

TigerTurbo

Tiger HD2

Tables

Standard IK

Printer

Bar Code

Comm Panel

PC Arm

PC / TS

Advanced IK

Clipboard

PC to Domain

Workflow Mgr

WFM Vista

ESC

SX

TigerSet

USB Adaptor
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